March 30, 2022
To:

Town of Greenburgh Community Development and Conservation
Re: Old Colony Road Subdivision
(Tax Lots 11 and 12) - Old Colony Road, Hartsdale, NY 10530
Tax ID: Section 8.360, Block 259, Lot 11
Tax ID: Section 8.360, Block 259, Lot 12

Dear Mr. Schmidt and Members of the Board,

As you recall our project is at public hearing and was tabled for us to work out the stormwater that we
believe is now completed thus returning to the continuation of the public hearing. The “Detailed Project History”
below will give you every detail of the project. Just as a quick recap there are 2 separate building lots presently and
this project is proposing to subdivide from 2 lots to 4 lots so in essence only 2 new lots will be created. The total size
of the project is 114,110 in the R-10 zone which only requires a minimum of 10,000 sf per lot. The uphill offsite
storm water is dumped on this project site and traveling down to Pipeline Rd creating a hazard. It’s important to
note that the post development stormwater will have a net decrease in runoff rate from (-8.96% to -29.17%) for
different storm events. In addition, the runoff volume will also be decreased from (-19.06% to -28.31%) for
different storm events. We offered to install a new drainage system from Old Colony to the headwall crossing on
Pipeline Road at our expense. These drainage improvements will now reduce the current runoff and safely convey
the offsite water through the property and across Pipeline Road. A utility easement will be granted to the Town of
Greenburgh for storm water maintenance. This is a windfall for the town. I appreciate your time spent reviewing
this subdivision application for Old Colony Road.
Detailed Project History:
This application was initially submitted in 2017 and has changed over the years. It has been almost two
years since my last presentation to the Planning Board on July 15th 2020. The current proposal involves
subdividing two oversized lots into four zoning compliant lots. At that meeting there was only one remaining
concern pertaining to the drainage improvements handling the offsite water. As nearly 5 years has passed since the
initial submission and 2 years has passed since our last presentation, I would like to refresh the Planning Board with
the history of this project.
In December of 2017 we formally submitted a Conventional Subdivision Application for 10 zoning compliant lots
along with 3 conservation layouts utilizing CD – Overlay with the intent to preserve open space. Following that
meeting we had a site visit with the planning board and then reappeared before the board on April 4th 2018 for our
second pre-submission conference. After having visited the site the board members mentioned concerns with the
density of the development. Specific concerns were raised with the conservation layouts having homes accessed off
pipeline, sight distance/traffic and rock outcroppings at the south portion of the site off Old Colony, and requested a
side walk along the front of the property for commuters traveling along Old Colony and several other concerns. In
order to address the boards concerns we had numerous informal meetings with the Department of Public Works,
CDC, Engineering Department, Traffic and Safety, Water and Sewer. In order to address these concerns additional
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Subdivision Layouts were prepared including 7 lot subdivision with a private drive parallel to Old Colony.
Alternative plans continuing to reduce the number of proposed lots were proposed until all the concerns raised by
the board were satisfactorily addressed by each department.
On April 17th 2019 we appeared before the board proposing a 4 Zoning Compliant Subdivision that addressed all
previously mentioned environmental concerns including, (1)-Traffic and sight distances, (2)- Sidewalks, (3)- Rock
removal and blasting, (4)- Neighborhood character, (5)- Utilities, (6)- Stormwater management, (7)- Soil and
erosion control, (8)- Tree removal/tree preservation and landscaping). During this meeting on April 17th 2019, one
of the board member raised the concern of Stormwater runoff to Pipeline Road. We explained to the Board that the
Town Code requires stormwater systems to be designed to handle a 25 year storm event and the current design
before the board was designed to handle a 100 year storm event (nearly double the size required) reducing runoff
from the site. The board member further requested we analyze the proposed downstream drainage to ensure there
will be no additional runoff to Pipeline Road.
Following this meeting we met with the Conservation Advisory Council on June 3rd 2019 regarding the Wetland and
Watercourse permit. This permit was required as the plan proposed to pipe an intermittent drainage ditch caused by
stormwater runoff. We explained off site drainage is collected from upstream properties and roads and piped to this
property where it then gets dumped by an 18” pipe into this intermittent drainage ditch. This offsite water runs
through the property approximately 250’ before entering the Towns 18” drainage pipe along Pipeline Road. During
this meeting some board members questioned flooding on Pipeline Road. The Town Engineer agreed the
development would reduce the runoff by at least 10% but wanted to see an upstream and downstream watershed
analysis to evaluate the flow through the property.
We then appeared before the Planning Board on June 5th 2019 for a Public Hearing. The public hearing was opened,
and we displayed a watershed analysis prepared by Wasp Engineering Group, PLLC. Based on the watershed
analysis we explained to the Planning Board and the Public what is causing the flooding on Pipeline Road. During
storm events offsite runoff from 15.96+/- acre uphill watershed is being collected and dumped onto this property at a
single point (like a funnel). This watershed is all off site runoff consisting of public and private property that gets
collected in the catch basin (storm drains) on Old Colony Road before being dumped on to the property through an
18” pipe. Once on the property, discharged stormwater travels ~250 feet in the drainage ditch before it reaches the
downstream drain inlet which is also 18” diameter.
When the runoff reaches this downstream drain inlet it is traveling with more velocity than the downstream pipe
inlet can effectively capture that causes backup up and overflow of runoff down onto to Pipeline Road. The runoff
that does enter the pipe is carrying sediment and debris which continually accumulates from the eroding drainage
ditch ultimately clogging the downstream pipe and requiring frequent maintenance from the DPW. The Board
requested that we do the downstream analysis to figure out if the 18” pipe receiving the water is adequately sized
before moving on to traffic and safety discussion. The Towns traffic consultant and Public Safety Officer were also
present to confirm Traffic and Safety concerns have all been addressed. The Public hearing was left open and
adjourned to July 2nd 2019 so we could thoroughly analyzed the upstream and downstream drainage conditions and
capacities.
We began evaluating the downstream drainage analysis for the offsite drainage to ensure there would be no potential
impacts. One large factor in the downstream drainage analysis was Metro North which required many additional
studies and field inspections chasing the water course all the way to the Bronx River. This was not something that
could be accomplished in a month. The meeting scheduled for July 2nd 2019 was then adjourned, to July 17th 2019
and then again until September 4th 2019 when the application was then adjourned indefinitely until the drainage
issue could be resolved. We worked through at least 5 different drainage analysis (shown below) before we getting
both the Town and Metro North to agree on a conceptual design.
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Update Since Last Submission
A year later on July 15th 2020 we came before the board again to update them with the progress we made analyzing
the downstream piping sizing. We had a conceptual plan that was designed to meet Town and Metro North
requirements. This conceptual plan is shown in the “Drainage Improvement 5” below. This plan directly conveyed
the off site upstream water course through the property across Pipeline Road and across the Metro North Tracks.
This plan required a jack and bore to drill 2 culverts below the tracks. As we explored this option further, we found
it was physically impossible to get equipment to the locations to construct a culvert due to the separation on both
sides of the tracks and we had to consider alternative options.
We needed to evaluate an alternative option since a new culvert crossing below the tracks is not a feasible option.
The drainage improvement shown below in “Improvement 6” was the last and final proposal to Metro North
Railroad (MNR). This drainage improvement is like “Improvement 2”. The difference is instead of the pipe ending
at the 3x3 culvert in Pipeline Road, drainage analysis was expanded to include the entire nearly 60 acre watershed as
identified to reach an existing Metro North pipe culvert, located further south of the subdivision property. This plan
modeled the drainage improvements discharging to the embankment along the MNR track as and included all
additional uphill drainage contributed by a second Town culvert crossing Pipeline Road further south. A field
inspection was conducted with the MNR and Wasp Engineering Group, PLLC to evaluate the condition of this
culvert which was found to be in good condition and capable of carrying the required flow. After the watershed
analysis was completed it was submitted to Metro North for review. Metro North confirmed the calculations which
demonstrated the existing culvert had capacity to hands the runoff. Despite there is a reduction in both flow rate and
total runoff reaching the MNR Culvert they pressed on the fact that since larger drain pipes were proposed upstream
on Pipeline Line, they wanted a new culvert designed terminating at the Bronx River. Just to reiterate not only do
they want a new culvert crossing they are requiring the culvert be designed to handle flows for a 100 year storm
event where the Town requirement is only up to a 10 Year storm event. Draining analysis proved the existing runoff
which currently utilizes the culvert below MNR is capable to continue to handle the reduced flows.
At this point we don’t see any feasible way of working with Metro North. We have updated the proposed plan set to
reflect the last Town approved drainage improvement show below in “Drainage Improvement 3”. This drainage
improvement proposes the upstream, existing 18” pipe currently discharging from the head wall to now connect to a
new 30” HDPE where it will convey the water through the property. Then the new 30” HDPE drainage pipe will
connect to (2) 24” HDPE drainage pipes at Pipeline Road. These (2) 24” Drainage pipes will replace the existing
18” RCP currently in the shoulder along Pipeline Road ending at the headwall below Pipeline Road.
The Town Engineering Department previously reviewed this proposal and confirmed there will be a reduction in the
runoff rate and runoff volume and the proposed improvements can adequately handle the flows though the site and
across Pipeline Road. A copy of this Stormwater Report prepared by Wasp Engineering Group, PLLC has been
attached as well. Please also see page 3 of the plan set which clearly shows the proposed improvements.
Questions were raised at the last meeting if it was possible to tie in the onsite stormwater into the new pipe intended
to convey off site water. The systems were designed to be independent of each other and the individual systems are
designed to handle up to a 100 year storm event exceeding the minimum. An open grate is proposed at drainage
manhole 3 so in the event there is additional runoff it will be directed through the swale shown on the plans and
enter the offsite drainage conveyance.
A second question was raised at the meeting regarding the maintenance of the Stormwater and drainage
improvements. Each homeowners will be individually responsible for maintenance of their own system. A utility
easement will be filed with Westchester County allowing Greenburgh DPW to access and maintain the new drainage
improvement. It should be noted the current system requires routine maintenance from the DPW because of the
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sediment and debris entering the system. The new drainage system eliminates this potential for sediment
accumulation thus reducing the amount of maintenance needed.
The applicant has offered to install the necessary drainage improvements at their expense. This will be a huge
benefit to the Town and community. We have addressed all concerns raised by the public and the planning board so
we kindly request that this application proceed by closing the public hearing and drafting a resolution.

Thank you,

Brian Zappi, P.E., VP
Office: (914) 232-1342 ex303
Cell: (914) 403-2831
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Existing Conditions
Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property

Drainage Ditch through Property

Downstream 18” Pipe Receiving runoff

Runoff discharged to daylight just before it
enters Culvert below Pipeline Road
Culvert below Pipeline Road

Open swale where runoff travels
south next to Metro North

Metro North Culvert below
tracks
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Drainage Improvement 1
Drainage piped through property connecting upstream 18” drainage pipe and downstream 18”
drainage pipe with new 18” HDPE. Town request upstream and downstream drainage analysis.

Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property

Proposed 18” HDPE through property

Connect Proposed 18” HDPE to
existing 18” Pipe along Pipeline Road

Runoff discharged to daylight just
before it enters Culvert below Pipeline
Road

Design Point
before runoff
leaves property
(Net Reduction)

Culvert below Pipeline Road

Open swale where runoff travels
south next to Metro North

Metro North Culvert below tracks
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Drainage Improvement 2
New drainage improvements from Headwall through property and discharging to daylight before
entering culvert in Pipeline (Town request increase watershed analyze culvert)
Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property

Proposed 30” HDPE through property

Proposed 30” HDPE to Connect to (2)
24” HDPE side by side.
(Pipe change to (2 side by side) based on
slope of pipe in shoulder of Road)

Proposed (2) 24” HDPE to discharge to
daylight just before it enters Culvert
below Pipeline Road

3’x3’ Culvert in Pipeline Road

Design Point
before culvert
(Net Reduction)

Open swale where runoff travels
south next to Metro North

Metro North Culvert below tracks
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Drainage Improvement 3
New drainage improvements from Headwall through property and discharging to daylight after crossing culvert
below Pipeline. Analyze larger watershed to verify culvert below pipeline is adequate. (There is a reduction in
runoff no change in drainage path, but Metro North doesn’t want water discharged next to tracks and wants design
point at Bronx River)

Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property

Proposed 30” HDPE through property

Proposed 30” HDPE to Connect to (2)
24” HDPE side by side.
(Pipe change to (2 side by side) based on
slope of pipe in shoulder of Road)

Proposed (2) 24” HDPE to discharge to
daylight just before it enters Culvert
below Pipeline Road

3’x3’ Culvert in Pipeline Road

Design Point after
culvert
(Net Reduction)

Open swale where runoff travels
south next to Metro North

Metro North Culvert below tracks
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Drainage Improvement 4
We met with metro north who requested the drainage improvements be designed past their tracks terminating at the
Bronx River. They acknowledged there was a reduction in runoff and drainage will continue discharging at the
same point however new drainage improvements were being installed they were requiring us to design to the Bronx
River. The NEW MNR culvert concept crossed in line with the ex. 18” inlet at the site (we proposed two new jack
and bore culverts on this alignment)

Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property

Proposed 30” HDPE through property

Proposed 30” HDPE to Connect to (2)
24” HDPE side by side.
(Pipe change to (2 side by side) based on
slope of pipe in shoulder of Road)

Proposed (2) 24” HDPE to discharge to
daylight just before it enters Culvert
below Pipeline Road
3’x3’ Culvert in Pipeline Road
Proposed Culvert Crossing below
Metro North tracks

Design Point at
Bronx RIver
(Net Reduction)

Existing Metro North Culvert
below tracks
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Drainage Improvement 5
(Presented at the last Planning Board Meeting on July 15th 2020)
Metro North continued to press they wanted a new culvert crossing below tracks. The most direct way would be to
do a crossing directly where the runoff leaves the property instead of installing the improvements down Pipeline
then crossing. Metro North design requirements for crossings must convey 100 year storm. Town requirements
must convey a 10 year storm. Further evaluation of MTA crossing requirements would require a jack and bore to
install culverts below tracks. This would be impossible to get the necessary equipment in there to construct.

Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property
Proposed 30” HDPE pipe through
property
Proposed 30” HDPE to Connect to (2)
24” HDPE side by side. To avoid water
main crossing in pipeline
Proposed (2) 24” HDPE culverts below
Pipeline to New Manhole on the
otherside of the road

Proposed Culvert Crossing (2) 30”
HDPE below Metro North tracks

Design Point at
Bronx RIver
(Net Reduction)
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Drainage Improvement 6
(Since the last Planning Board Meeting on July 15th 2020)
Works but MNR not satisfied based on change in drainage improvements. Flows have been modeled all
the way to the Bronx River. Modeling confirms the proposed drainage improvements will have a net
reduction in stormwater runoff and will continue to be safely conveyed to the Bronx River. Proceeding
drainage improvement previously shown in option 2 and below.

Upstream 18” Pipe Discharging runoff
to property
Proposed 30” HDPE through property
Proposed 30” HDPE to Connect to (2)
24” HDPE side by side.
(Pipe change to (2 side by side) based on
slope of pipe in shoulder of Road)

Proposed (2) 24” HDPE to discharge to
daylight just before it enters Culvert
below Pipeline Road
Utilize existing 3’x3’ Culvert in Pipeline
Road
Drainage utilze existing open channel
flow along tracks flowing south to
Metro North Culvert below tracks
Analize 60 acre watershed entering
culvert further south in pipeline

Design Point at
Bronx RIver
(Net Reduction)

Analize watershed over 60 acres
including drainage improvements at
culvert below the tracks
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